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Cannabis: A Budding Out-of-Home
Advertising Vertical
OVERVIEW
At last count, the recreational use of cannabis is legal in 11 states for adults
over the age of 21 and the medical use of cannabis is legal in 33 states –
with more states on the horizon. U.S. retail sales of medical and recreational
cannabis are on pace to eclipse $15 billion by the end of 2020, an increase
of approximately 40 percent year-over-year. Total U.S. sales could rise to
$37 billion by 2024, according to Marijuana Business Daily’s 2020 Marijuana
Business Factbook projections.
What’s clear is that the cannabis industry has proven very resilient to the
economic circumstances spurred by COVID-19.

As the industry continues to boom, cannabis brands, retailers and delivery services
are vying for consumer attention and market share – and they’re choosing out-ofhome (OOH) advertising as the channel of choice to build a following and connect
with the right audiences. In fact, 91 percent of advertising spending to promote
cannabis businesses went to OOH in 2019. For the first half of 2020, it was 92 percent,
according to Kantar data.
To find out more about U.S. consumers’ cannabis consumption, how they learn about
new brands and products, where they shop, and what factors influence buying
decisions, Talon, the leading independent OOH media specialist, tapped LoopMe,
the outcomes-based advertising platform, to develop a PurchaseLoop consumer
behavior snapshot. Among the findings are:
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Cannabis Consumption Remains High
Consumers have maintained or increased their cannabis purchases in the last 60 days, proving that
consumption is habitual and central to daily life.
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Of those, 68.3% have consumed
the same (48.3%) or more (20.1%)
in the last 60 days

(of 21+ adults in legal states)
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OOH + Social and Online Ads Deliver Maximum Buzz
Integrated OOH and social/online ad campaigns drive heightened consumer awareness and consideration,
as well as ad recall (memorability), of new cannabis brands and products and their availability.
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Physical Dispensaries Dominate
When it comes to cannabis purchases, consumers tend to shop at local dispensaries most often. OOH is widely
known for driving real business outcomes, like retail foot traffic, but can also be effective in delivering digital
behaviors, such as search and mobile web traffic too.
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Brand Loyalty is an Afterthought
Quality, followed by price, are the most important factors in making purchase decisions. As
well as directional messaging in proximity to retail locations, cannabis businesses’ marketing
initiatives should include investments in long-term brand building activities and premium OOH
ad placements. These tactics are proven to grow consumer’s brand loyalty and perceptions of
quality, which can lead to market share gains.
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Conclusion
As this still nascent industry continues its meteoric growth, OOH advertising has
become a powerful tool to reach and engage the right consumers, at the right
location, at the right time. Regular and increasing consumer consumption creates
opportunities for cannabis brands and retailers to grow by establishing loyalty
and positive brand and product perceptions. Since marketing tactics are not onesize-fits-all, strategies must be effective enough to compete against other brands
vying for market share and powerful enough to drive consideration, purchase
intent, foot traffic and ultimately sales. Creating the most impactful campaigns
and measuring the outcomes, while also navigating the disparate and complex
state, county, and municipality marketing regulations, can be tricky. Therefore,
partnering with an expert specialist team is key for achieving campaign success.
METHODOLOGY: A four-question online survey was conducted in Summer 2020 with the goal to better understand
the impact of COVID-19 on U.S. consumers’ mindsets of the rapidly growing cannabis market. The survey resulted in
~2.4k responses, all of which came from adults 21+ in states where cannabis is legal.

